Hey there, squid. How are you?

Gah-no-hok-aaw!

Gah who in the what now?

Oh, I forgot. You seldom use coherent language in order to condemn the assumptions of civilization.

No, just had food in my mouth.

To illegal immigrants everywhere,

To the victims of the green scare
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"Peace" sign, not "f-you" sign

Kill cops not people
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Free!
As many of the people who have emailed me seeking additional copies of SHAP have noticed, I can be kind of flakey about getting copies printed and mailed. And due to Stranger's insistence on copies remaining free, very few zine distros have picked up the project. So here's where I encourage you to support our project (no, not monetarily) by making copies and giving them away. You get 5 punk points per copy. Also, issues #1-5 are now online as printable PDFs.

http://magpie.manifestor.org

Plus, the first Strangers' released album, "No Gods, No DJs" by Attack Attack Attack is online.

We would love new content, from albums to zines, for the Strangers In A Tangled Wilderness project, although we are a fairly picky bunch of folks.

Strangers@riseup.net for questions, subscriptions, etc.

Hey kids! I'm Radico the lawyer and today I'm going to explain conspiracy laws.

Now, if you're like most of us, you might have thought that the USA operated under at least the pretense of free speech.

lets say you call your friend and say "we should go shoplift batteries," that's legal.

but if afterward, you or your friend download information about anti-shoplifting devices, you can both be charged with conspiracy.

which, by the way, is a felony, even when the discussed crime is a misdemeanor.

this isn't a joke.

#-Actually, Radico is not a lawyer, but is instead a cartoon character. Heed advice accordingly.
In the Netherlands...

The commission for the arts has declared that "a house is not a home without a piano."

Therefore, all new squats will require a bed, table, chair, and piano.

In other news, the city is installing metal shutters in every piano store.

Damn.

down with form!
down with rendering!

Why do you want to protest representational art anyway?
I figured we needed something new to be against.
I'm already against pretty much everything.

How about measurement?
It standardizes society.
It's a specialized tool.

I don't appreciate your use of sports analogies.

Okay, *Huff Huff* we got the piano up to the first floor, you can send two pigs up now.

Let's see... bed, table, chair, piano... where's the walrus?

The walrus? Yeah, didn't you hear? You need a bed, table, chair, piano, and walrus to prove you live here.

Uh, right, hold on.

Okay officer, we got our walrus.

That's a plush walrus.

Yeah, well our "table" is a microwave.

Hmmm... good point.

Soon, the police station will be in flames.

What, what about all the people inside?

Happy to double.

Later on.

Where did you come from?
Well, really I'm an echo of the response to the hollow culture of normality in the...

No no no... who invited you?

Peace out! I'll catch you cats in the groovy future!
You know, that random hippy has a point. What about all the people in there? You wanna make an omelette, you gotta break a few eggs.

But we're vegan.

Hrm.

You wanna bomb a police station, you gotta kill a few pigs.

Fair enough.

Kids!

What the... where are you all coming from?

Hold on. Non-violence. Change their hearts!

Shut up. Don't listen.

Wait.

Bad dream? Uh-huh.

The hippies again? Uh-huh.

You want your stuffed Tommygun? Uh-huh.

Where ya been? I just got back from Amsterdam. Squatting in the Netherlands is so much easier.

Netherlands? I thought you were just in Amsterdam.

I was Amsterdam is the Netherlands.

Oh, I always thought it was in Holland or Denmark.

Uk.

So anyway, these Dutch kids throw bottles and stuff at the cops a lot.

So a lot of them are in jail for years? No, they're usually released after a few days.

*blink*

Damn, where did all these yankees come from?
ugh. i'm sick of coming home to a kitchen full of dirty dishes.

It's like people think we have a maid or something.

say, where's our couch-suffer?

what good will it do to throw that rock at that cop? it won't change the system, it will just land you in jail.

if you want to change the system, you have to work within the system...

what are you doing?

pinching myself, this dream sucks.

this isn't a dream.

oh hell.

i think it's time to put up one of those kitchen signs. what, like "anarchy only works when you do your dishes"?

or maybe "society needs a clean slate, you need to clean your plate."

"if you want a housekeeper, join the bourgeoisie."

on second thought, kitchen signs are annoying.

yeah.

hey! stop that! you'll alienate the masses!

what the...

"there is someone behind you with a knife, and they will stab you if you don't do your own dishes."

"i thought you decided against a sign?"

i don't hear running water...

later...

where did you get that black eye?

did that liberal punch you?

did that liberal punch you?

you got punched by a pacifist. you get punched by a pacifist, nya nya.

tell it to the world, why don't you.
excuse me. Mr. Liberal, would you like to sign my petition?

huh?

I took you advice to heart. we need to change the law, not eradicate it. now that’s more like it. of course i’ll sign.

we, the undersigned, seek the reform of projectile-weapon laws to allow for rocks, bricks and other matter, animate or inanimate, burning or not, to be thrown at law-enforcement personnel.

great news, comrades! we managed to push the law through with only minor concessions!

what kind of minor concessions?

well, you can throw flowers.

flowers?

nope.

well.

would you like to buy a shirt to support our reformist cause?

shacking rocks at cops is not a crime.

all proceeds go directly to support material and legal costs.

or if i start a fire, and it destroys 6 trucks, that’s 6 counts of arson.

plus you can get 30 years for using an incendiary device in an arson.

how else do they expect us to commit arson?

plus, it’s almost like they want us to turn to hurting people, instead of property.

yes.

well, our campaign is over, and all our liberal buddies are celebrating.

but we drink to forget.

what are we going to do with 100 “support your right to injure the police” T-shirts?

sigh.